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A Prayer for the Unwavering Life and Awakening Deeds of Lama Zopa Rinpoche
**Panacea of Pure Nectar**

Through you, the timely triumphant King of Medicine
And your healing nectar-compound that alleviates all ills,
May the elements of Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine,
Be ever stable, his life-essence ever strong.

O mighty Lord of Death and your aiding allies,
Who care for the followers of the Yellow Hat sect as though your own child,
Instantly dispel the inner, outer, and unseen obstacles
To Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine.

Colophon:
This prayer invoking the unfailing Three Refuges, “Panacea of Pure Nectar,” was composed by Sera Mey Yang Teng Tulku at the palace of the Victor. I wrote it with heartfelt sincerity reflecting on how just wonderful it would be if the illness of the incomparable Lama Zopa Rinpoche—who, having extensively preserved and continuing to sustain, serves to bring to fruition the contemporary, non-sectarian teachings of the Buddha in general and in particular those of our spiritual father, Tsongkhapa—were quickly cleared away. (It was translated into English by Jampa Jaffe, September 2011, Sydney, Australia.) Phonetics by Kendall Magnussen, checked against the Tibetan.
Panacea of Pure Nectar

GYÄL KÜN SANG SUM RÖL WÄI GYU THRÜL GAR
Playing out your magical drama of all the Conquerors’ three secrets—

KYAB CHIG DRIN CHEN LA MA PÄ KAR CHHANG
Sole refuge, kind Lama, Holder of the White Lotus—Tenzin Gyatso,

TÄN DZIN GYA TSHÖR NYING NÄ SÖL WA DEB
To you, from my heart I request: Here, now,

DE DIR GE LEG J E WÄI NGÖ DRUB TŚÖL
Bestow the bountiful attainment of boundless virtue and well-being.

TAM YIG LÄ THRUNG Ö NGÄI DING KHANG NA
Through you, the youthful and smiling, turquoise spiritual goddess—Tara,

YU YI LANG TSHÖR ZHÄ PÄI J E TSÜN MÄ
Arisen from TAM within a shimmering shelter of five-colored light,

TÄN DZIN KYE CHHOG ZÖ PA RIN PO CHHEI
May Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine,

KU TSHE TÄN CHING DZÄ THRIN GYÄ PAR DZÖ
Have unwavering life, his awakening deeds spreading far and wide.
Through you, primordial lord, originator from whom all lineages proceed,

Spiritual father Manjushri—Lama Tsongkhapa,

May Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine,

Have unwavering life, his awakening deeds spreading far and wide.

The succession of the practice transmission of Ganden,

May Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine,

Crush to utter dust the inner and outer dangers

To Lama Zopa Rinpoche, consummate holder of Buddha’s doctrine.